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PROGRAM

Tuesday, June 20, 2016 - Room Math 110

10:00-11:00 Arrival & Registration
11:00-12:00 Boris Chorny: Three Approaches to spectra and stable

homotopy groups of spheres
12:00-13:00 Lunch
13:00-14:00 David Blanc: The Steenrod algebra and the Adams spectral sequence.
14:15-15:15 Asaf Horev: Thom spectra, and cobordisim as a cohomology theory
15:15-15:45 Coffee break
15:45-16:45 Alon Nissan Cohen: Complex oriented cohomology theories and

associated formal group laws
17:-00-18:00 Shay Ben Moshe : The algebraic properties of formal group laws
18:15-19:15 Everybody: Q & A Session
19:15-20:30 Supper Outing

Wednesday , June 21, 2016 - Levin Hall

9:00-10:00 Lior Yanovski: Adams Spectral sequence and the Thom isomorphism
10:15-11:15 Tomer Schlank Sketch of the proof of Quillen’s Theorem
11:15-11:45 Coffee Break
11:45-12:45 Peter Nelson The construction and properties of BP
12:45-14:00 Lunch
14:00-15:00 Lior Yanovski: The construction and properties of Morava k-theories and

the Chromatic picture
15:15-16:15 Emmanuel Farjoun: The James construction
16:15-16:45 Coffee Break
16:45-17:45 David Blanc: The Hopkins-Neeman Thick subcategory theorem.
18:00-19:30 Everybody Q & A Session
19:30-20:30 Supper

Thursday , June 22, 2016 - Math 110 (Till 12:45 ) - Levin hall (From 14:00)

9:00-10:00 Tomer Schlank: The nilpotence theorem statement and conclusions
10:15-11:15 David Blanc : The nilpotence Theorem strategy of proof
11:45-12:45 Peter Nelson: The nilpotence Theorem proof-part I
12:45-14:00 Lunch
14:00-15:00 Peter Nelson: The nilpotence Theorem proof-part 2
15:15-16:45 Everybody: Q & A Session
17:00-18:00 Tomer Schlank: Open Problems and modern results in

chromatic homotopy theory
18:00 Departure



1. Talks

1.0.1. Three Approaches to spectra and stable homotopy groups of spheres. This talk will
present differents ways to think about the category of spectra. That is

(1) Stabilisation of spaces
(2) homology theories (excessive fucntors)
(3) ”Abelian groups” (with smash as ”tensor”)

Possible References

(1) http://math.uiuc.edu/~cmalkiew/stable.pdf

1.0.2. Thom spectra, and cobordsim as a cohomology theory. This talk will present the basic
construction and properties of Thom spectra. Then going to presenting MU and MO and
there geometric interpretation and ring structure.

Possible References

(1) http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~aar/papers/rudyakthom.pdf

(2) https://math.berkeley.edu/~hutching/teach/215b-2004/vitocruz.pdf

(3) https://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/Bordism%2C+Stable+Homotopy+and+Adams+

Spectral+Sequences

1.1. he Steenrod algebra and the Adams spectral sequence.

1.1.1. Complex oriented cohomology theories and assoiated Formal group laws. . present the
formal group law attached to an even cohomology theory and the complex orientation on
regular homology K-theory and MU .

Possible References

(1) http://web.math.rochester.edu/people/faculty/doug/otherpapers/coctalos.

pdf

(2) http://people.maths.ox.ac.uk/teleman/KLectures/KLecture7.pdf

(3) http://www.math.harvard.edu/~lurie/252xnotes/Lecture4.pdf

1.1.2. The algebraic properties of formal group laws. Present the Lazard ring, the uniqueness
over Q and the notion of height

Possible References

(1) http://web.math.rochester.edu/people/faculty/doug/mybooks/ravenelA2.pdf

(2) http://kskedlaya.org/18.727/lubin-tate.pdf

(3) https://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/height+of+a+formal+group

(4) http://www.math.harvard.edu/~lurie/252xnotes/Lecture12.pdf

1.1.3. Adams Spectral sequence and the thom isomorphism. This talk will present the idea of
the Adams spectral sequence, concentration on the examples of using HFp to compute the
stable homotopy groups of MU and MO.

Possible References

(1) https://amathew.wordpress.com/2012/05/23/understanding-the-adams-spectral-sequence

(2) https://amathew.wordpress.com/2012/05/23/the-unoriented-cobordism-ring/

(3) http://www.math.northwestern.edu/~pgoerss/papers/stras1.pdf

(4) http://math.mit.edu/~hrm/papers/cobordism.pdf

1.1.4. Sketch of the proof of Quillen’s Theorem. Using the Adams spectral sequence to prove
the MU∗ is universal.

Possible References

(1) http://math.harvard.edu/~lurie/252xnotes/Lecture10.pdf
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1.1.5. The construction and properties of the Brown-Peterson spectrum. p-typical formal gorup
laws, the splitting of MU . The vi’s.

Possible References

(1) http://www.math.uni-hamburg.de/home/richter/diplkoenig.pdf

1.1.6. The construction and properties of Morava k-theories and the chromatic picture. The
construction of Morava k-theories from MU and the chromatic picture as the “The spectrum
of the sphere spectrum”.

Possible References

(1) https://web.stanford.edu/~tonyfeng/Lurie_plen1.pdf

1.1.7. The James construction. The James construction, the splitting , and π∗(J(S2m)) as a
hopf algebra.

Possible References

(1) http://www.math.northwestern.edu/~dwilson/pretalbot2017/

james-construction.pdf

1.1.8. The Hopkins-Neeman Thick subcategory theorem. Support of a module, Thick subcat-
egories, The Hopkins-Neeman theorem.

Possible References

(1) https://www.math.unl.edu/~siyengar2/Papers/OW0206.pdf

1.1.9. The nilpotence theorem statement and conclusions. This talk should present the follow-
ing 2 versions of the nilpotence theorem.

(1) MU - version
(2) K(n) - version.

And present the following conclusions :

(1) Classification of “spectral” fields (K(n)).
(2) The thick subcategory theorem.
(3) vn maps

Possible References

(1) Nilpotence and and stable homotopy theory I
(2) Nilpotence and and stable homotopy theory II
(3) http://www.math.harvard.edu/~lurie/252xnotes/Lecture25.pdf

1.1.10. The nilpotence Theorem strategy of proof. The reduction to the two statements.

Possible References

(1) Nilpotence and and stable homotopy theory I
(2) Nilpotence and and stable homotopy theory II

1.1.11. The nilpotence Theorem proof-part 1. If X(n+ 1)∗α is nilpotent, then

Fpk−1X(n+ 1)(p) ⊗ α−1R ∼= 0

for k >> 0.
Possible References

(1) Nilpotence and and stable homotopy theory I

1.1.12. The nilpotence Theorem proof-part 2. For every spectra T We have that

Fpk−1X(n+ 1)(p) ⊗ T ∼= 0 ⇐⇒ Fpk+1−1X(n+ 1)(p) ⊗ T ∼= 0

Possible References

(1) Nilpotence and and stable homotopy theory I
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1.1.13. Open Problems and modern results in chromatic homotopy theory. Some open prob-
lems, current results and wild conjectures in chromatic homotopy theory.

Possible References

(1) http://topology-octopus.herokuapp.com/problemsinhomotopytheory/show/

Stable+homotopy+theory
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